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1. Background  

Conflict Dynamics International (“Conflict Dynamics”) was established in 2004 and opened its East Africa 
Branch Office in Nairobi in 2014 conflict Dynamics’ initiatives are organized into two intersecting program 
areas to develop and implement innovative strategies for conflict prevention and resolution, and for 
humanitarian policy relevant to conflicts and other crises. These program areas are:  Humanitarian Action 
and Peace Action. 
 

 Political Accommodation 

Political Accommodation in conflict-affected societies is a primary focus of Conflict Dynamics’ conflict 
prevention and peacebuilding work. Political accommodation focuses on conciliation of people’s political 
interests. Approaches to Political Accommodation have been applied successfully to support conciliation of 
political interests in the Sudan, South Sudan, Somalia, and Syria. 
 
Political Accommodation is about people with diverse interests taking account of others’ perspectives 
without unacceptably compromising their own interests. This can lead to finding compatible interests, and 
to reaching agreements on parameters for continued dialogue, or on how people are willing to be governed. 
In short, Political Accommodation is about everyone having a fair chance at expressing their interests and 
reaching a fair outcome. Political accommodation encompasses the objectives, arrangements and outcomes 
of mutual conciliation of people’s competing political interests and perspectives. 

The question of how people deal with political differences is central to the effective running of any society. 
It is particularly relevant when there is violent conflict, exclusion, or political transitions. In these situations, 
the Political Accommodation Methodology offers a powerful approach to design and discuss options for 
reconciling different political interests and moving a society toward sustainable peace. 
  
The Political Accommodation Methodology enables people to design, discuss, and build consensus around 
options for dialogue processes and governance arrangements that can genuinely reconcile their different 
political interests. The guidance was developed to be flexible, so that users can tailor it to their needs and 
situations. 

• The methodology supports people affected by violent conflict to develop multiple options to 
resolve their differences. 

• The methodology is deployed in an inclusive and iterative way so that it builds capacity and 
political will. 

• The methodology allows people in conflict contexts to develop options that create hope for a 
peaceful future. 

• The methodology is relevant across conflict phases: before conflict, where conflict is escalating, 
and during peacebuilding. 

 Foundations of Political Accommodation 

The concept of political accommodation builds on 50 years of social science theory regarding how people 
with different political interests can live together and participate in governance. As a theory of political 



interaction, it is closely related to consociational democracy and consensus democracy and also 
incorporates elements of deliberative democracy.  

Political accommodation reflects the cooperative spirit of consociational democracy and starts from a 
similar premise that diversity can contribute to political stability. It also has an emphasis on inclusion and 
builds on the idea that focusing on inclusion within the design of governance arrangements can motivate 
groups with diverse interests to cooperate. 
Political accommodation also reflects the participatory element of deliberative democracy and the idea 
that an emphasis on participation and transparency fosters trust, communication, and reciprocity, which 
are in the public interest regardless of outcome.  

 Structure of the Political Accommodation Methodology 

The Political Accommodation Methodology described in this handbook comprises three components that 
are designed to work together to build trust and guide the development of creative ideas for preventing 
conflict, peace-making, and peacebuilding: 

1. A governance framework of six “strands” (or focal areas) for considering how governance 
arrangements can accommodate people’s different interests.  

2. A process framework of four “strands” for designing and conducting processes that can 
successfully reconcile political interests.  

3. A three-step iterative approach to developing options for governance arrangements or political 
dialogue processes. The steps aim to ensure that the people in conflict are doing the work of 
reconciling their interests with others, engaging in trust and consensus building, and generating 
ideas to equitably balance different interests. 

 
2. PA Methodology, Lessons Learned  

Conflict Dynamics, and the KPSRL Secretariat will hold a webinar on lessons learned in supporting use of the 
Political Accommodation (PA) methodology and to share experiences. The sessions will focus on experience 
of use of the methodology to address exclusion as a key driver of conflict.  
Throughout the years Conflict Dynamics has gained a lot of insights and experience from supporting use of 
the PA methodology. CDI believes that these lessons are useful and therefore plans to share it with other 
partners especially the ARC grantees1.  This method and set of tools can help peace practitioners to achieve 
conciliation of political interests as a means of addressing exclusion from political, economic and socio-
cultural opportunities, an important root cause of violent conflicts, and help build sustainable peace.  
 

• In this webinar we will be sharing the practical opportunities and challenges we have encountered 
in supporting use of the methodology; for example, one important opportunity/challenge relates to 
how to use options to engage influential parties and generate political will 

• The added and unique value the methodology brings; e.g. a set of tools to operationalize inclusion 
in practice, not just in theory 

• The preventive aspects of the methodology, as a means of preventing- and addressing exclusion 
before it leads to violent conflict.  

• Indicators for Impact, including use of equity of representation and equity of decision-making 
influence  

 
3. Objectives 

The objective of the session are to: 
1. Share lessons learned on the PA methodology 
2. Inform the unique features, advantages, and limitations of the PA methodology  

 
1 In 2016, the Netherlands Ministry for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation (MoFA) launched the Addressing Root Causes 

(ARC) Fund in support of NGOs working on addressing the political and socio-economic root causes of armed conflict, instability and 

irregular migration. This grant programme aims to disburse up to €125 million Euros over the period covering from 2016 to 2021, in 

twelve target countries. 



3. Make recommendations for the future use of the methodology in peacebuilding, focusing on 
addressing exclusion.  
 

4. Session format 

A hour and half webinar open to ARC Program grantees and other practitioners, researchers and policy 
makers working to address root causes of conflict. The webinar will be followed by a recorded podcast 
available for future use by the partners, donors and the wider peace practitioners.  

 
5. Outcomes/ Deliverables 

• Partners obtain an understanding of the lessons on the PA methodology CDI was able to learn on 
what works and what doesn’t.  

• Partners share their insights on the potential of the methodology drawing on their own experiences.  

• Partners understand the unique aspects and contribution of the PA methodology. 

• A lessons-learned podcast for future accessibility and use by the donors, practitioners and other 
interested parties is produced.  

6. Speakers 

• Gerard Mc Hugh: President 

• Mai Amir: Sudan Program Director  

• Roger Middleton: Senior Political Advisor, Somali Program (TBD) 

Moderated by KPSRL 
 
Date: April 1st, 2021  


